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ABSTRACT 

A computer simulation model using the pcrfi.>rmance ~uation of a vortex machine 

obtained under laboratory conditions was developed and used to predict the performance 
of this device in passively charging a solar heat storage system. Based on the results, the 

vortex machine can theoretically be used as an effective charging device. 

lntrodut.1ion 

Passive solar energy system are not as efficient a" active ones. The inefficien
cies arc mainly due to the difficulties associated with charging and dis<:harging the 
heat storage medium. In a natural convection solar tobacco curing system developed 
by Castro cl al. (19S5), for example, the contribution of th~:; rockbed heat storage was 
minimal. Similarly, V crcd and Sebald ( 1981) observed difficulties in discharging the 
heat stored in a passive rock bin in their solar house studies. In both, the need for a 
way lo effectivdy eirculate the air pa'ISing through th~:; rockbed wa.c; recognized . 

A novel approach to alleviate this problem mthout resorting to energy-consum
ing and expensive blowers is to u..~c wind-aided passive airflow inducers. In this study, 
the performance of a vortex machine to induce airflow and aid in charging a rockbcd 
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heat storage was investigated by computer simulation. The objectives of this simula
tion were: 

1. To explore the feasibility of using vortex machines as passive charging 
devices for a rockbed heat storage ~1'stem, and 

2 to develop a computer simulation model to predict the performance of 
such a system. 

Methodology 

Tbe System 

System description. The simulated syste m was part of an integrated solar
and wind- aided tobacco curing barn (Figure 1). Its main components were the 
solar collectors, the rockbeds, the curing chamber and the vortex machines. The 
barn was oriented with it<; solar collector walls facing north-south. 

.:uring 
chember 

Well duct 

Figure 1. The integmted solar- and wind-aided tobacco curing barn. 

Collector 

The solar collectors had a total area of 64m2 and had a width of 8 m and 
length of 4 m. A 0.15 m clearance between the absorber and the single glass 
cover served as the air duel. A co!Ject or efficiency of 85% and heat loss coeffi
cient of 8 W / m2 was assumed. These arc typical vaiues for a single cover air-type 
flat plate collector (Duffie and Beckman, 1980). 

The rockbeds had a total flow area of 8 m2 and were 1 m deep. The rocks 
were assumed to have an average diameter of 20 mm and void fraction of 0.4. 

The curing chamber measured 8 x 4 x 4 m, giving a volume enough to 
accommodate the produce from a half-hectare tobacco field. 
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Figure 2. The vortex machine used in the study . 

The vortex machine model (Figure 2) is similar to the optimum confi&ruration 
of a spiral-type vortex machine found by Yen (1980). It was constructed of texan 
and with a diameter of 25.4 em and height of 50.8 em. The spiral shape of the wall 
is given by 

r = r0 cxp(0.1E:>) 

where r is the radius and r0 is 12.7 em. 
To increase the airflow further, the outer walls and roof were assumed 

painted flat black. The walls and roof, therefore, acted as bare solar collectors 
plates which increased the temperature of the exiting air and, consequently, the 
potential draft. 

Sytsem operation. Heated air from the solar collectors was caused to flow 
through the rockbeds by the combined actions of thermal bouyancy and suction 
force L'Teated by the vortex machine. As the heated air passed through the rockbecl 
most of its heal was tnmsferrcd to the rocks. In the process, the rock bed wa" charged 
wb ile the air temperature dropped. The air wa'\ reheated by the solar energy absorbed 
by the wa1ls and roof to increase the drafr. Finally, the air exited through the vortex 
machines. 

System equations. The main motive force in the system came from the suction 
generated by the vortex machine. It was supplemented by the "stack effect" resulting 
from the differences in the densities of the solar heated and ambient air. These forces 
interacted with frictional and other losses in the system to create a steady-state 
condition of tlow. Converting these forces into their equivalent pressure heads facili
tates the \Jse of the Bernoulli equation in analyzing the resulting airflow. The equa
tion has the form 

p + (p V2/ 2) + hz = coostant (1) 
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where the Idt side terms represl!nt pressure, kinetic and potential fluid energies 
and the variables arc 

p = static pressure, Pa, 
p = den.~ity of the ambient air, kg/ m3, 

V = ambient wind velocity, m/s, and 
h == elevation, m. 

The suction pressure developed by the vortex machine, t>Pvnl' Wil S found 
by Castro (1991) to follow the equation 

On the other hand, the thermal draft generated by the system is 

(-" Pth = g{(HC'sinB)(pamb- Pc) + Hwd(Pamb

p wtl) + Hr (pamb - Pr)} 

when; 

6 Pth = suction pre..•,sure due to thermal d fccts, Pa, 
g ~ acceleration due to gravity (9.8 mj s2) , 

he ~ height of the solar collector duct., m, 
B ::: slope of the solar collector, deg, 
Hoo = height of the wall duct, m, and 
Hr ~ height of the roof, m. 

(2) 

(3) 

The subscripts amb, c, wd and r denote ambient, colkctor, wall duct and roof duct 
conditions, respectively. 

The vortex suction and thermal draft must be able to generate the velocity 
pressure and overcome frictional losses..~ . These prc..'\Surc drops are a~ folows: 

velocity 

L1 P,.cl = pY2/2:, 
collector (Sbcwcn and Hollands, 1978) 

L1 P C = pl'CY(1cfb)3; 

rockbcd (Dunkle and Ellul, 1972) 

Ll.P ro = I-IroCJ2jpDrC21 + 1750ujGDr); 
wall duct 

(5) 

(6) 
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A P wti = (1 + f(t"wttfDtl'ou) )p y2 /2; 
roof duct · 

(7) 

(8) 

where f, the friction factor, can be computed as 

f "' 0.1335 Rc-0317 (9) 

for the typical openning range of Reynolds numbers, 2,000 to 10,000 (Shcwcn and 
Hollands, 1978). The nomenclatures in the above equations arc 

P pressure Pa 
0 volumetric ll~w rate per unit collector area, m3 / (s m2), 

G mass flow rate per unil area of rock bed, kg/ ( s m 2), 

L length, m 
b collector duct height, m, 
H depth of rockbcd, m, 
Dr average rock or pebble diameter, mm, and 
Dh hydraulic diameter, m. 

The sube;cripts vel, c, rh, r, wd, and rd re.fer to vt:locity, collector, rockbed, rock, 
wall duct and roof duct, respectively. 

In addition, the system also has two bends as indicated in Figure l. The 
corresponding lo~ses in these bends arc 

(10) 

(11) 

with each term a'i previously defined. 
In the above equations, the pressure loss in the rockbed (Equation 6) is ex

pressed in temls of the massllow rather than vel.ocjty. This is desirable since massflow 
remains constant, regardless of changes in temperature or pres..-,ure, while velocity 
varies accordingly. Expressing the other pressure drops io terms of m~.ssflow, there
fore, gives the following equations which implicitly satisfy the continuity require
menl: 

(12) 

(13) 
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!J. P wd = (1 + f(lwJDh,...u) )Pa,-...<1 

(m/ ~."~Rwi /2 (14) 

!J. P ru = (1 + fCLnJ/D~ )P a,ro 

(m/~.rurror/2 (15) 

(16) 

(17) 

where 
m "' massllow, kg/s, 
Ax = cross sectional area normal to flow, m2, and the other parameters as 

previously defined. The pressure balance equation, therefore, becomes 

!J. p vm + f:. p Lh = L\. p vel + !J. p r + L\. p rb + L\. 1\..o 

+ t:. Prd + L\. Pbcnctl + !J. p bend2 (18) 

Unknowns in the pressure balance equation are the air mass flow rate and 
density. These factors are <kpcndcnl on the heat transfer process in the systtm, 
The temperature of the heated air in the collector, Tc, can be computed froro the 
useful energy collected by the collectors. From Duffie and B~::ckman (1980), 

where 

Ou = useful solar energy collected, 1\tU 
Fr = heat removal factor, 
S = effective solar radiation incident to collector, 
U = overall heat loss coefficient, W / (m2K), 
Ti = inlet air temperature, K and 
T amb = ambient temperature, K 

Therefore, the temperature of the heated air is 

(19) 

(W) 
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During operation, the rockbed was assumed to be continually either charg
ing or discharging. To simplify the dynamic analysis of the rockbed temperature 
distribution, the bed was assumed to consist of thin horizontal layers (Mumma and 
Marvin, 1976). The layer immediately after the collector was heated by air at 
temperature Tc. The rate of heat lost by the air equalled the heat transferred to 
the rocks plus the heat losses from the walls of the holding structure, 

(21) 

where 

Cp = specific heat, Jj (kg K), 
dt = temperature increment, K, 
dx = rockbcd depth increment, m, 

and th e other variables as previously defined. 
The equation for the volumetric heat transfer coefficient , hy, is given by 

Lof and Hawlyc (1948) as 

(22) 

where 

G = ma<;sfiow rate, kg/(m2h), 
Dr = diameter of individual rock, mm, and 
Ayb = cross sectional area of the rockbed normal to flow, m2. 

Neglecting the heat losses through the holding structure, Equation 21 can 
be rearranged and integrated to yield the equation for the temperature of the air 
after passing through a rockbed layer, n, which is 

(23) 

The temperature of the storage bed layer, T b n at any time can be found by 
equating the heat lost by the air flowing through the bed and the heat gained by 
the rocks in the layer. In finite difference form (Jansen, 1985) 

mCp_lfa,n- Ta.n+ l) 6t = 

where 
Ui,AroM)(l -e)Cp,b[Tb,n(t + ~t)- Tb,n(t)] 

t "' unit time 
Pb = density of the rock bed, kgjm3, 
e = fraction of voids in the rockbed 

(24) 
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and the othe r parameters as previously defined. 
The tempe rature of tbc layer, n, at any time 1 + 1 may then be \'vTil1 ~n as 

Th.n(t .._ :31.) ~ [mCr/l"aJ,- Ta.n+ J).6.1/f10.t~x) 

(1 - e)Cp,bl + Tb.n(t). (2..'1) 

Air coming from the las! rockhed lJyc r passes through tbc wall and roof 
ductc; before it is fini:llly exhausted by the vortex machine. Air temperature chanp,cs 
in response to heat gained/ lost hy the walls and roof. To quantify th l~ amnunl of 
ene.q ,•y gained m lost, the concept of sol-air was adapt ed. Sol-<lir lcmpcraturc is 
an equivalent tcmpcraturc of the outside air which, in the abse nce of a ll radiat ion 
exchanges, would provide thc sam ~.: rate of heat transfer to the exposed surfacc.s 
as would exist with the actual combined effects of 1 he inci ,kn t snlar radial io n, 
radiant energy excbangc with the sky and oth ~.: r surroundings, and convect ivc 
heal exchange with the o utdoor i:iir (McQuiston and Parke r, 1 9~:2). Therd\lft:, 

where 

Tsa '~ sol-air lcmpcraturc, C, 
11 - total solar radial ion incident to surface, W jm2, 

c = emittance of the surface, 
,\R ._, difference bdwccn thr..: longy..-ave. radiation incident on rhc surL..tct: 

from the sky and the radiatio n c rnitlcd from a blackbody at outdoor J ir Lc mpcra
turc, W / rn2, and 

h0 "' cocfticicnl of lK~at transkr by longwavc radiation and ClHWc ctil m at 
the outer surface, W j m2. 

The w nslant ().()53 represents lht: ratio of the ahsorptan cL~ for solar radiatio n to the 
coefficient of heat transfer by longwavc radiat ion and convection ut !he l 1utcr surfal'C 
of the black wall and roof, and -e .6.R/ h

0 
is the longwavc currcction factor which is - I 

for a n ~.:arly vertical wall and -3 fur a nearly horizontal roof. 
The heat gained/ lost hy the wall, the refore, is 

(27a) 

wh~::re 

= area of the wall, m2, and 
= total solar resistance of the wall, m2-Cj W. 
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Similarly, for the roof, 

(27b) 

The temperature of the air in 1111.: wall and roof ducts hccome 

(~a) 

(2Sb) 

where 

Ta.n + 1 =- temperature of the air after pa.•;;sing through the rock bed. C, and 
m ~ air massflow rate. kg/s. 

The Program 

The program was written in Bt\SJC and was essent ially that of pn.:ssun: and 
heat balances . The general procedure is shown in Figure 3. 

The program is interactive:. and the user must input the latitude of the area 
whcrr;: the facility is located; the dim ension, slope (inclination), orientation, a nd 
th erma l. characteristics of the solar collector, walls and muf; the dimension a nd 
proper! ics of L he rock bed heat storage; and tht: s tarting aod ending times and 
thtes of the pt:riod to be simulated. 

The re a n .: three subroutines in the program . The fir5t computes necessary 
<>olar variables (equ ati on of ti me, geometric fact or, incident radiat i<Hl, and ab
;,orbcd solar ~ncrgy). Th t.: s~.:cond suhrouting computes useful solar ent:rgy col
lected by the collectors and heat gai.ned/ lost by th e \Vall s and rnof, and the t<.:m
peraturc profile of the m t::kbed. The third calculates temperatures and massflow 
at each point in the pre~sure balance loop. Since l ~mpcraturc (and consequently, 
d,~nbilics) :md massflow arc intcnlcpendcnt, an initial massflow v.·as a~sumed and 
an iterative procedure was implemented using a personal computer. To facil itate 
fas ter convergence of the pressure balance equation. the NeWlnn-Raphson itera
tion technique. was used. Each itcration was completed when the resulting masst1ow 
was within the set accuracy nf U.OOOl kgjs. For each ru n, temperatures of the 
rockbed, curing aii and rouf were in itialized to be equal to th t..: ambient tempera
ture. 

The program can be implement ed for a lllocalions whe re meteorological 
data such a~ solar insolation, ambient temperature, relative humidity, and wind 
velocity arc available. For this study, tht..: program was implem...:ntcd using the 198.'> 
meteorological data taken from f lorence, South Carolina. 
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Figure 3. General procedure of the simulation. 

Results and Discussion 

The pressure to masstlow characteristics of the system is shown in Figure 4. 
The suction pressure generated by thermal bouyancy and the vortex machine in 
response to the ambient wind velocity is shown in Figure 5. The corresponding 
massflow is shown in Figure 6. Both the suction pressure and the ma<;stlow fluctu
ated in direct response to wind velocity. During the day, the total motive force 
was generated almost solely by the vortex machine. This is expected because the 
observed static pressure drop in the vortex core was very large, 4.9 tim es that of 
the dynamic pressure of the wind velocity. Hence, the effect of wind on the total 
suction pressure was amplifed several times. The low contribution of the thermal 
effects also points to the inadequacy of natural convection alone to provide the 
needed draft. 

With wind vdocity ranging from 0.3 to 4.7 mjs for the test period, the maxi
mum suction pressure developed was 66.2 Pa. The resulting massflow ranged 
from 0.1 to 1.7 kg/ s. 
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Figure 4. The pressure to massflow characteristics of the system. 
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Figure 5. Suction pressure developed in the system relative to ambient wind 
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Figure 6. Massflow generated in the system relative to ambient wind velocity. 



The generated massllow was f> ufficient to eflcctivdy charge the rockheds 
as shown in Figure 7. The combination of low solar radiation and low m assllow 
during the early moruing hours (6:00 to Y:OO am) resulted in relatively ~low charg
ing. However, as both were incn.:ase, charging proceeded quickly. The beds 
were fully charged at around 2:00pm. 

During the night, when the wind is slow and the rockbcd is discharging, the 
suction pressure due to thermal bouyancy becomes significant Figure g s h LlWS 

this condition taken from the results during the second night. However, the total 
suction pressure developed was quite low, with a maximum of o nly 8.4 P a. The 
resulting massl1ow was 0.08 kg/s whik the tempc:raturc rang~.:d from 29.4S tll 45.97 
C. Nevertheless. this low Dow but relatively high temperature ai r can s till he 
useful in slow but regulated drying typical in the yellowing phase nf tobaccu 
cunng. 
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Figure 7. Temperature propagation in the rockbed during dtarging. 
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Figure R. 11termal and vortr.x generated suction pressure during night time show
ing the contribution of thermal cll'ect. 
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To lake advantage of the c iTcctivcncss of the vorl ex machine in charging the 
rock bed and to circumvcn1 its limitation in the discharging process (due lo slow 
winds at night time), it 1S best adapted for hybrid systems. The vortex machine can 
free the blower during the charging mode and can compliment it during the discharg
ing mode. 

The overall predicted thermal performance of the system is summarized in 
Figure 9. l..lnder the present scheme of unregulated air11ow, the temperature o f th e 
heated air from the rockbcds was higher than l.he ambient, except during the charging 
hours of the flrst day. However, the tempe-rature of the air from the collector dur ing 
these Limes was much highe r than the ambient. Thus, if part of the a ir fro m the 
collector is allowed to enter directly into the chamber, a condition whereby the 
temperature in the drying chamber is always higher than the ambient can be main
tained throughout the day. During the night. the rockbcds can maintain the tempera
ture of the system above ambient temperature. The skewed shape of the heated air 
graph, however, suggests low flows developed during the night. The rockbcds were 
fully discharged a1 7:<Xl am. The total energy collected by the system during the 13--hr 
solar radiation period for July l, 1985 \Vas 718 MJ wrnlt; for the next day, it was 979 
MJ (l"lgure 10). 
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Figure 9. Tbc predicted thermal performance of the system. 
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Figure 10. Hourly and total useful energy collecwd by the system. 

Conclusions and Recommendation 

The computer simulation program can predict the thermal performance of 
the solar-aided tobacco curing barn. Based on the results, the vor tex machines 
can theoretically be used as an effective passive charging device for a rockbcd 
solar heat storage sy~tem. However, field tests should be conducted to verify the 
results. 
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